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#S10NXFN

10-Gauge Cut-Resistant Glove with a New 
Reformulated Nitrile Palm

Emerald CX®

Dexterity like you’ve never felt before in such a high level of cut-resistance, these truly revolutionary 
cut-resistant gloves offer an astounding ANSI cut-level A6 with unsurpassed dexterity. These 
10-gauge gloves are knit with a stainless steel/composite filament core. They also feature ANSI 
level 3 abrasion resistance, impressive ANSI level 5 puncture resistance, and foam nitrile palms for 
superior grip . After extensive trials at various plants, we’ve perfected the composition of the nitrile 
coating, revising the original formula to give you exactly what you want.

Able to sustain 3525 grams of cutforce during testing, these gloves have superb dexterity and 
touch sensibility. Back of the hand is uncoated for good breathability. Cut-resistant, flexible, 
durable, comfortable – these gloves are truly remarkable.

To limit the risk of allergic reactions, all of our Canadian-made gloves are now crafted with latex-
free materials.

These gloves are also touch screen compatible.

For more information on Palm-Coated Cut-Resistant Gloves click the following link: 
http://www.superiorglove.com/work-gloves/cut-resistant-gloves/palm-coated-cut-resistant-gloves

AVAILABLE SIZES

#S10NXFN

“Our production team loves them!! I have just ordered some more … and will have
to keep ordering until every operator has a pair. They seem to be very durable and are

standing up well against the use we put them through.”
- Nora G., Facilities Assistant, Microspec Corporation

TESTIMONIAL

TÉMOIGNAGES

TESTIMONIO

•  Truly unsurpassed dexterity in a ANSI level-A6 
cut-resistant glove

•  Blend of composite filament fiber and stainless 
steel

•  Reformulated nitrile palm for better grip along 
with great comfort and dexterity

•  Extremely high ANSI level-3 abrasion 
 resistance

•  Unparalleled ANSI level 5 puncture resistance

Automotive
Metal Fabrication
Assembly
Sheet Metal Work
Metal Stamping
Glass Manufacturing
Window Manufacturing
Recycling Plant/Sorting

FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

3525 grams of cut
protection.

20162007

TouchScreen 
compatible.


